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On July 21, the FCC released its order addressing the
terms under which Designated Entities (DEs) may qualify
for discounts in upcoming auctions, including the 600
MHz “Incentive Auction” scheduled for next spring. The
FCC’s order was a commendable effort to both expand
opportunities for small businesses to win licenses in auctions and at the same time to curb abuses of the DE system. The FCC also took the opportunity to lift some of
the burdens on “former defaulters” – people who had
previously failed to pay non-tax debts to the federal government – and to revise other auction procedures which
had permitted collusive behavior among related auction
participants. Let’s take a quick look at what the FCC did
and didn’t do.

As we reported in May, a battle has been brewing between the
wireless and Wi-Fi industries over use of the newly-available or
newly-expanded unlicensed spectrum in the 3.5 GHz and 5
GHz bands, respectively. The wireless folks are developing
technologies – dubbed LTE-Unlicensed – for those bands. By
placing an additional chip in cell phones, wireless carriers using
LTE-Unlicensed can use unlicensed frequencies in addition to
their licensed frequencies. The goal is to relieve congestion on
those licensed frequencies. That approach, however, pushes
more traffic onto unlicensed frequencies that Wi-Fi proponents,
in particular, were expecting to be able to use. And the fear by
some is that LTE-Unlicensed technology (or at least certain versions of it) will cause interference in spectrum the FCC had set
aside for Wi-Fi.

DE Eligibility. The main impetus for the initiation of this

The precise standards to be used for LTE-Unlicensed technology are still a work in progress. The FCC has identified four different versions being developed: LTE-U, LAA (short for
“Licensed Assisted Access”), LWA (short for “LTE-WLAN
Radio Level Integration and Interworking Enhancement”) and
MuLTEfire (a Qualcomm product). Some versions incorporate
sensing technologies to ensure that a channel is open before
being used; others don’t. Wi-Fi proponents, while preferring not
to share at all, believe that such “listen before talk” protocols

ne never fails to marvel at the ingenuity of man. No
matter what program, policy or rule the FCC adopts
to further some worthy public interest goal, a clever
gamesman inevitably figures out a way to manipulate the
system to garner a benefit that was never intended. So
there is a ceaseless cycle of plugging loopholes in the system, which then opens new loopholes, and the cycle begins again. Such is the FCC’s Designated Entity program.

proceeding was resentment by small entities of the
“AMR” or Attributable Material Relationship rule. This
rule provides that entities that acquire licenses through
DE credits in an auction will be attributed with the revenues of any entity to whom they lease more than 25% of
their spectrum capacity in any market. Since the lessee
would often be a larger carrier, the attribution of the larger carrier’s revenues to the DE would result in the loss of
DE status and triggering of the obligation to pay unjust

he FCC’s Office of Engineering and Technology (OET)
appears to have assigned a high priority to the issue of the
use of unlicensed spectrum by licensed wireless services. Less
than six weeks after the close of an initial comment period on
the subject, OET has posed a number of supplemental questions to the LTE-U Forum (the Forum), an organization of proponents on the wireless side (it was formed by Verizon, along
with Samsung, Qualcomm, Alcatel-Lucent and Ericsson).

(Continued on page 14)
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Bang-Bang, the FCC’s Golden Hammer Comes Down:
The Summer of the Fat Fine
By Jon Markman
markman@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0493

L

ots of people reach the end of the summer with a lighter wallet than when it began; road trips, barbeques, amusement parks, sunburn balms, these things aren’t cheap. But if you’re an FCC licensee that got a different kind of burn
this summer, odds are that your wallet is much lighter now.
Recently, the Enforcement Bureau has made a point of going after big fines (or forfeitures) against big fish. Many a licensee has found the EB to be less interested in quietly negotiated settlements and more interested in big penalties or headline-grabbing settlements. But this summer has been notable for a series of very big ones, especially against two of the
major wireless companies, AT&T and T-Mobile.
T-Mobile got into trouble for a pair of 911 outages that hit their network on August 8, 2014. During the three-hour period of the two outages, nearly all of T-Mobile’s customers were cut off from 911 access. T-Mobile recently reached a settlement of $17.5 million for the outage, which is substantially more than the $3.4 million Verizon paid earlier this year for
a big 911 outage in California.
But the biggest fine of the summer, in fact the biggest fine ever from the FCC, came against AT&T for offering
“unlimited” data plans which were, in fact, not really unlimited; once customers had used more than 5 GB in a given
month, their speeds would be “throttled”, or slowed, up to 90%, for the remainder of the billing cycle. While AT&T did
alert customers to this policy, the FCC found that the notice was inadequate. For
FLETCHER, HEALD & HILDRETH
this transgression, the FCC proposed fining AT&T $100 million, an amount AT&T
A Professional Limited
calls “plucked from thin air” and which it believes was designed to “coerce settleLiability Company
ment.” AT&T indicated in its July 17 response to the FCC’s Notice of Apparent
1300 N. 17th Street - 11th Floor
Liability that it intends to fight back, and seems to think it has a good case.
One of the things that’s particularly fascinating about the AT&T fine is that it’s for
something which many would argue is really the Federal Trade Commission
(FTC)’s bailiwick: deceptive advertising. This is one of many areas of so-called
“overlapping jurisdiction” between the two agencies, including anticompetitive
practices, truth in billing, and, increasingly, regulation of the Internet.
Another big settlement this summer which shows an increasing turf war between
the FCC and FTC came against TerraCom, Inc. and YourTel America, Inc., two
wireless companies participating in the Lifeline program, through which the FCC
subsidizes mobile phones for poor Americans. This fine involved data breaches
which put at risk customer information like Social Security numbers. These types of
customer protection cases have, again, historically been with the FTC, not the FCC,
but it seems the FCC is increasingly flexing its muscles in this area as well.
Two other FCC licensees entered into seven-figure settlements with the Commission in the last few months as well; iHeart Radio (formerly known as ClearChannel)
and Five9, Inc. The former was for illegal use of EAS tones on the “Bobby Bones
Show”, a nationally syndicated country-music show out of Nashville, for which the
company will pay $1 million. The latter was for failing to properly register as a telecommunications carrier with the Commission and pay into the Universal Service
Fund, among other violations, for which Five9 will be ponying up a cool $2 million.
So let this be a reminder to everyone who does work with the FCC: if you have
deep pockets and break the rules, there’s a good chance the FCC’s Enforcement
Bureau will have their hands in those pockets soon enough.
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FCC Fine-Tunes
Experimental Licensing
Rules
By Mitchell Lazarus
lazarus@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0440

I

t doesn’t matter if you’re a technology titan, a twoman start-up in a garage, or a spare-time basement
tinkerer. You can make your radio tests legal with an
FCC experimental license. The cost is not high – $65
for two years of authorization – and you’ll sleep better
knowing you’re operating within the law.
Congress has long required the FCC to “provide for
experimental uses of frequencies.” The FCC does this
in part by maintaining an experimental licensing program that lets innovators try out new technologies using
equipment that may not comply with the FCC technical
rules, in frequency bands in which the users might not
otherwise be qualified to operate. An experimental license comes with safeguards and controls. With respect
to “conventional” experimental licenses – the only kind
available until recently – these safeguards include a careful review, by the FCC’s technical staff, of the proposed
operational details, to ensure there will be no harmful
interference to other users. If the requested authorization encroaches on frequencies used by the federal government, that review includes similar scrutiny by federal
spectrum officials. Despite these hurdles, most requests
for these licenses are routinely approved within a few
weeks.
Early in 2013, the FCC added three new categories of
experimental licenses, while also keeping the decadesold “conventional” category. The newcomers are:

 Program Experimental Licenses, available to: colleges or universities that offer graduate study in
engineering; research laboratories; hospitals and
health care institutions; and manufacturers that
make radio devices or incorporate them into products;
 Medical Testing Licenses, primarily for health facilities conducting clinical trials; and

 Compliance Testing Licenses, for commercial test
labs that make a business of assessing a device’s
compliance with FCC technical rules.
The 2013 rules also slightly loosened the stringent restrictions on market trials of equipment not yet shown
(Continued on page 15)

FCC Proposes to Revamp
Equipment Authorization
Rules, Again
By Mitchell Lazarus
lazarus@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0440

A

mong the FCC’s many functions is one known to a
small community of technical experts – and, of course,
FHH Telecom Law readers: the equipment authorization program. These procedures seek to ensure that devices capable
of emitting radio-frequency energy comply with the FCC’s
requirements as to frequency, power, and other technical
properties.
The program is essential to harmony in the radio spectrum.
Take your cell phone, for example. It transmits on frequencies set aside for your cell carrier. But suppose a particular
model of cell phone has a design defect that causes it also to
transmit on, say, the frequencies used by public safety responders. A police officer trying to summon an ambulance
could find his two-way radio overpowered by nearby cell
phones.
To prevent this kind of thing, the FCC writes detailed technical rules that govern the operation of devices that, in normal operation, emit radio waves; and it establishes and oversees the equipment authorization procedures that manufacturers and importers must follow to establish compliance
with those rules.
These procedures, in one form or another, are almost as old
as the FCC. For most of that history, they changed very
slowly. But over the last 30 years, as small radio transmitters
became inexpensive, ubiquitous, economically important,
and increasingly sophisticated, the FCC has updated the procedures more frequently. The rule revision process itself follows a radio wave-like pattern: the procedures first become
more elaborate over several years, then simpler, then more
elaborate again, and so on. We are presently in a becomingsimpler phase. With the industry still adjusting to recentlyadopted changes, the FCC has issued a detailed, 89-page
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to lay out the next
round.
We can present only a rough summary here. People who
deal with the procedures professionally know that the details
matter, and they will want to give the full NPRM a careful
review.
IMPORTANT: For an NPRM of this scope and complexity,
the comment periods – which have already been extended
once – are surprisingly short. First-round comments are due
by October 9, 2015, and reply comments by November 9. If
(Continued on page 16)
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FCC Clarifies Reach of
TCPA Autodialing Requirements…
which it itself does not comply with
By Cheng-yi Liu
liu@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0478

P

ursuant to “clarifications” provided in a recent FCC
Declaratory Ruling on the Telephone Consumer
Protection Act (TCPA), the FCC and FTC are both in
violation of the TCPA’s prohibition against making autodialed calls to a consumer’s wireless phone without prior
express consent. Whose phone? You probably guessed it
– I am an unfortunate victim of the government’s illegal
robocalling disruptions.
But no need to feel bad for me, this is actually quite a
windfall. By my count, the FCC and FTC now owe me at
least $7,500 in statutory damages for their combined
TCPA violations (and triple that amount, or $22,500, if
the violations were committed “willfully or knowingly”).
How can this be, you ask? I’ll explain later…
First, let’s go over some background info
about the TCPA and cover some of the
“clarifications” provided in the FCC’s Declaratory Ruling.

if a caller uses an autodialer or prerecorded message
to make a non-emergency call to a wireless phone,
the caller must have obtained the consumer’s prior
express consent or face liability for violating the
TCPA. Prior express consent for these calls must be
in writing if the message is telemarketing, but can be
either oral or written if the call is informational.
Also, don’t forget that the FCC considers text messages
to be “calls” for purposes of the TCPA. In other words,
all calls or texts to a wireless phone that are made using
what qualifies as an autodialer require the called party’s
prior express consent. If the call or text is marketingrelated, then the prior express consent has to be in writing.

By my count,
the FCC and FTC
now owe me at least
$7,500 in
statutory damages.

(NOTE: We will cover only some of the major
aspects of the Declaratory Ruling and not the
myriad of issues and situation-specific details which it
tries to address, details culled from 21 separately filed
requests for clarification or other action. Our discussion
of the TCPA will also be limited specifically to issues surrounding “autodialers” and wireless phones. But keep in
mind that there are other requirements that apply to telemarketing in general, and to traditional phone lines and
fax machines.)
We’ll start with some TCPA basics.

The TCPA, as written by Congress back in 1991, defines
“automatic telephone dialing system” (what we refer to as
“autodialers” for short) as “equipment which has the capacity (A) to store or produce telephone numbers to be
called, using a random or sequential number generator;
and (B) to dial such numbers.” Take note of the word
“capacity,” as that will be important later.
Under the TCPA, and as explained in the Declaratory
Ruling:

If you violate the TCPA’s prohibitions on
making calls using an autodialer without
the called party’s prior express consent,
you can be liable for $500 in statutory
damages (per violation!). The damages can
also triple if your violations are found to
be committed willfully or knowingly.

So far, all this should be old news.
Now, there’s been a lot of debate over what constitutes
an autodialer. If you read just the TCPA’s definition of
autodialer, you might surmise that Congress simply intended to restrict the use of devices that are being used to
indiscriminately blast out calls to arbitrary numbers conjured from thin air. The FCC has previously found that
“the basic functions of an autodialer are to ‘dial numbers
without human intervention’ and to ‘dial thousands of
numbers in a short period of time.’” The FCC has also
said that, although some equipment might have the
“capacity” to function as an autodialer, “there must be
more than a theoretical potential that the equipment
could be modified to satisfy the ‘autodialer’ definition.”
A reasonable person might take this to mean that, if you
have a piece of equipment that might be modified to be
an autodialer, but you haven’t modified it, then it isn’t
one. It would also make sense that if you have an auto(Continued on page 5)
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dialer, but rather than using it as such, you’re
using it in the old fashioned way (punching in
the numbers like a regular Joe Shmoe), then you’re
not actually doing anything that runs afoul of the
TCPA. In other words, if you’re not presently taking
advantage of your gear’s autodialer capabilities, or if
your gear doesn’t have those capabilities to start off
with, you’re not going to run afoul of the TCPA.
Not so, according to the FCC’s Declaratory Ruling:
the TCPA’s use of “capacity” does not exempt
equipment that lacks the “present ability” to dial
randomly or sequentially. …. Hence, any equipment that has the requisite “capacity” is an autodialer and is therefore subject to the TCPA.

ber. The consumer may not bother to tell you about
the change (or what the change is supposed to mean),
but you’re expected to know to stop making autodialed calls to that number regardless. In such cases the
Declaratory Ruling gives you an out … sort of. You
have one call to a wireless number to ascertain that
the number no longer belongs to the party who had
given you prior express consent to call to that number. Even if the person you reach on the other line
says nothing and hangs up, or the call goes to
voicemail, or the call gets disconnected, or they PRETEND they are the right person … you’re just supposed to know it’s the wrong person.
Better start consulting Miss Cleo before you make any
calls (but don’t autodial her)!

But consumers switching phone numbers like underMoreover, even if it takes combining your equipment
garments present only one consent-revocation probwith equipment, software or service provided by
lem. You still have to deal with how to track whether
someone else to have autodialer “capacity,” you could
consent has been revoked in other ways. The Declarastill be operating an autodialer. So anytory Ruling clarifies that “consumers may
thing can be an autodialer if it has the
revoke consent through any reasonable
“future ability” to dial randomly or seAnything can be an means.” This means that consumers can
quentially? Wait, hasn’t the FCC heard
revoke their consent orally or in writing.
autodialer
if
it
has
that “the future is LIMITLESS?”
They can call, email, text, fax, whisper,
the “future ability” scream, shout, twist and shout, carrier
The Declaratory Ruling even goes so far
to dial randomly or pigeon, or mime their revocation to you
as to imply that smart phones can be conand, presumably, you have to accept it.
sequentially.
sidered autodialers. To make us feel better, the FCC concedes that nobody has
OK, so the Declaratory Ruling does say
yet complained about being autodialed by smart
that the FCC will consider the “totality of the facts
phones. (Butt dialing, on the other hand, has resulted
and circumstances” in determining whether revocain some serious complaints.)
tion was effectively communicated. But this includes
whether “the consumer had a reasonable expectation”
But notwithstanding that less than convincing assurthat the revocation was communicated. So, what if a
ance, the Declaratory Ruling says what it says, so for
consumer, in response to your autodialed text mesall practical purposes, it may be safer (for now) to
sage, thinks he has texted back “UNSUBSCRIBE”
consider any piece of modern equipment to qualify as
but, due to fat finger syndrome or the autocorrect
an autodialer under the TCPA. At least we can be safe
feature on his smart phone, actually sends
in knowing that as long as we have prior express con“UNSUBSIDIZED”? Is the revocation effective?
sent we can use our autodialers without fear of TCPA
(This is a real world example, as we shall see below.)
liability, right?
Importantly, according to the FCC, folks using autoMaybe not.
dialers to call consumers are not permitted to designate an exclusive way for consumers to revoke conConsent can be revoked. And according to the Desent. And the FCC warns that “callers may not delibclaratory Ruling, revocation of consent can be accomerately design systems or operations in ways that make
plished in just about any way a consumer deems fit.
it difficult or impossible to effectuate revocations.”
The FCC “clarifies” that one way a consumer can
revoke consent is simply by changing his or her num-

There are many other issues discussed in the Declara(Continued on page 6)
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tory Ruling, but the last we’re going to cover
here is what the FCC refers to as “Internet-tophone text messages.” In a nutshell, this involves
reaching a consumer via text message by either (a)
emailing the consumer’s phone number coupled with a
domain name designated by the carrier (e.g.,
5555555@users.carrier.com) or (b) allowing messages
to be delivered via text by entering it through an Internet web portal.

sages?
Yup, sure do! I subscribed using my Internet-to-phone
email address and promptly received some confirmation messages via text. (See Figure 1.) By subscribing, I
gave my prior express consent to receive these messages. So I was all set up to receive autodialed Internet-tophone text messages from the FCC and FTC and, sure
enough, the messages start rolling in.

But after receiving a couple of these
Of course, under the Declaratory
messages, I realize getting these
Ruling, Internet-to-phone text mesmessage isn’t as useful as I thought
saging is considered a “call” for
it would be. In fact, it’s rather anTCPA purposes. Moreover, the
noying. I guess I’d better revoke my
technology used to send such mesconsent. Surely the FCC, proponent
Figure 1
saging is an autodialer for TCPA purof the revocation-can-beposes because, presumably, any email system can be
accomplished-by-any-reasonable-means principle, will
configured to automatically send these types of mesmake this easy for me.
sages to thousands of randomly or sequentially generated addresses/numbers. So the requireI figured I’d just text back the simple
ments that apply to regular autodialed
message “STOP” to both the FCC and
calls and texts also apply to Internet-toFTC. (See Figure 2.) After all, this is the
phone text messages: you have to get
industry standard for revoking consent
prior express consent for these types of
to text message campaigns, is it not?
messages, and consumers can revoke
Seems pretty reasonable. (Figure 3 is a
consent in any reasonable manner. Maybe
grab showing the same on the FTC side.)
it’s time to stop emailing those cat videos
to your entire contact list?
Guess what? It didn’t work. The messages kept coming.
Now that you’re up to speed on some of
the TCPA “clarifications” provided in the
OK, fine. Even though the Declaratory
Figure 2
Declaratory Ruling, you’ve probably alRuling technically extended the “one
ready guessed how the FCC and FTC might be violatadditional call” exception only to situations involving
ing the TCPA. In case you haven’t, here’s the scoop.
consumers who have changed numbers, I decide I
should give them a one-time pass. So I try again, this
The FCC and FTC maintain automated distribution
time sending the message “CANCEL”. Surely that will
lists for folks to receive regular email updates about
get my revocation across. No such luck. The messages
what’s going on. Are these subject to the TCPA’s autokeep coming, both from the FCC (see Figure 4) and
dialer requirements? Let’s find out.
from the FTC (see Figure 5).
Could the systems used by the FCC and FTC be considered autodialers?
I imagine so. They can surely send messages to a large
number of people. Even if they don’t presently have
the capacity to send messages to random or sequential
lists of numbers, I’m sure there is a simple app that can
be installed to make that possible.
Do these systems even have the ability to make calls
or, in other words, send Internet-to-phone text mes-

Maybe I need to use “UNSUBSCRIBE” for the FCC?
That’s what I meant to do in my next attempt but,
when I checked back after receiving another message, I
realized I had texted “UNSUBSIDIZED” instead. (See
Figure 4.)
Darn! Maybe I need to use something more forceful,
with complete sentences and some context. Let’s try
“UNSUBSCRIBE. THIS IS BEING SENT TO MY
MOBILE PHONE VIA TEXT. I REVOKE MY
(Continued on page 7)
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Figure 4

Figure 3

CONSENT” to the FCC. (See Figure 6.)
And for the FTC, let’s try something a bit more terse,
but still straightforward, like “I REVOKE MY CONSENT”. (See Figure 7.)
That doesn’t work, either. Neither does
“UNSUBSCRIBE PLEASE” or “I DON’T WANT
ANY MORE MESSAGES”. (See Figure 8.)
I think it’s clear now: Both the FCC and FTC are going
to force me to revoke my consent using only the specific revocation methods that they have designated.
How inconvenient, not to mention inconsistent with the
FCC’s Declaratory Ruling.
On the bright side, the FCC and FTC owe me at least
$7,500 in statutory TCPA damages because I’ve now
received at least 15 autodialed Internet-to-phone text
messages after I revoked my consent to receive these

Figure 6

Figure 5

the damages, $22,500. That’s great, because my wife’s
been bugging me to buy a new car!
What’s the takeaway from all this?
One can be found in Commissioner Pai’s dissent to the
Declaratory Ruling:
Rather than focus on the illegal telemarketing calls
that consumers really care about, the Order twists the
law’s words even further to target useful communications between legitimate businesses and their customers. This Order will make abuse of the TCPA
much, much easier. And the primary beneficiaries
will be trial lawyers, not the American public.
There are already TCPA lawsuits out the wazoo. The
Declaratory Ruling provides a goldmine of new schemes
that can be employed in even more lawsuits. I doubt

Figure 7
Figure 8

messages through what I thought to be reasonable
means.

many of these lawsuits will actually serve to protect consumers from harm; it’s all about the money.

And there’s more good news. As those familiar with the
FCC’s enforcement policies can tell you, in the FCC’s
view, you commit a violation “willfully or knowingly”
simply by committing the violation more than once. So,
under the TCPA, I should actually be eligible for triple

Another takeaway is that the Declaratory Ruling establishes unrealistic expectations for businesses that are
legitimately trying to communicate with customers.
Even the FCC and the FTC aren’t able to comply with
(Continued on page 22)
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A drone by any other name …

Legality of Drone Use Evolves
By Jon Markman
markman@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0493

D

rones have been in the news quite a bit lately,
but when it comes to the legality of drone use,
there are more questions than there are answers. We
do have some guidelines though.

regularity. (How many times can you buy hobbyist
footage before you are effectively hiring freelancers?
How many times can a hobbyist sell footage before he
or she becomes a freelancer?) And since it’s ultimately
an intent question, the risk is always there that the
FAA won’t believe those involved and will impose a
fine even if everyone claims they were following the
rules.

First things first, the term “drone” isn’t necessarily the
best term to use; many say it implies the machines are
dumb and creates associations with (often controversial) military uses. More accurate terms would be
UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle), RPA (remotely piBut what if you want to get FAA permission to use a
loted aircraft), or UAS (unmanned aircraft system). I’ll
UAS commercially, or want to hire someone reputause UAS, since it’s the term that the FAA and Conble to do it for you? The FAA has two procedures to
gress use – though many industry experts
do so, but the primary means being utiprefer RPA. Since there is always somelized so far is the Section 333 exemption
one controlling the aircraft, “there’s
Keep in mind,
process, since so few UAS operators satnothing unmanned about a UAS.”
isfy the stricter Airworthiness Certificate
all of these rules
requirements. These Section 333 exempare temporary.
Now that we have that out of the way,
tions have been issued to nearly 800 perwhat are the rules on flying a UAS? The
sons or companies this year, including
first rule to keep in mind is that the FAA
many for aerial video and photography.
generally prohibits the use of a UAS for commercial
activities (as opposed to recreation). This means that,
Even with a Section 333 exemption, there are many
without FAA permission (discussed below), no comareas where any UAS use is forbidden, such as within
mercial enterprise can use a UAS for any purpose. It
5 miles of an airport without permission from the
doesn’t matter if a commercial enterprise used the
control tower (15 miles if that airport is Reagan NaUAS itself or hired someone to do it. (Whether the
tional near FHH’s offices in Arlington, VA). The
prohibition covers noncommercial entities operating
same goes for most professional sporting events (3
their own UAS devices is somewhat less clear; an
miles in those cases). There are also lots of other reFAA attempt to fine a Texas search-and-rescue nonstrictions on UAS use in all locations, such as keeping
profit for UAS use was dismissed on unrelated
the UAS within sight and below 500 feet. On top of
grounds in 2014.) It also doesn’t matter whether the
all that, there are state-specific laws that also have to
UAS would be used to capture footage or, say, inspect
be followed. And keep in mind, all of these rules are
a tower; if it’s a commercial use, it’s restricted.
temporary; the FAA has an entirely new set of “Small
UAS” rules pending, with the public comment period
That said, the FAA recently made clear that it does
having ended in April. But it very well may be a year
not view the purchase of footage captured by a UAS
or more before the new rules are adopted. But when
to be inherently commercial; if the footage was capthey are, we’ll have to revisit this all over again.
tured by a hobbyist with no commercial intent, that’s
allowed. In other words, the act of subsequently sellFor further information, there is a good website that
ing footage does not turn legal activity (a hobbyist
follows the developments in the use of “drones” for
flying his or her own UAS for fun) into illegal activity
newsgathering: http://newsdrones.co/. The site is
(commercial UAS use). This distinction can be very
run by Berl Brechner, a consultant in the field and a
unclear, though, if the station or the hobbyist engages
client of FHH.
in this type of “after the fact” transaction with any
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Drone even go there, redux

The FAA, Drones and Newsgathering
Interim update on interim FAA policy
By Kevin Goldberg
goldberg@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0462

A

s we reported earlier this year, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) has opened a proceeding looking at “best
practices” for the commercial and private use of
drones. NTIA’s first multistakeholder confab was
held here in Washington on August 3 to explore some
of the questions on the table; more meetings are set
for coming months.
The NTIA proceeding is looking to the future. But we
here in the FHH Telecom Law bunker are still getting
questions about what the present status of drone use
is, particularly for newsgathering. The answer, it appears, is contained in a brief memo issued by an FAA
official a few months ago.
The memo answers three questions about the “media
use of UAS”. As attentive readers will recall,
“UAS” (short for “unmanned aircraft systems”) is
FAA-speak for what many of us know as “drones”.
The questions posed are:
1. whether members of the media may use unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) for newsgathering;
2. whether the media may use pictures, video, or
other information collected by a person using
UAS; and
3. whether a person who sells images collected by
UAS would need authorization for his or her
operations.
The answers:
1. No, a media organization may not itself use
drones for newsgathering unless the organization holds an FAA authorization to do so.
2. Yes, a media organization may use dronecollected images, video, etc. – and may even pay
to acquire such material – as long as the material to be used was obtained from a drone operated by somebody who is not affiliated with the
media organization.
3. Maybe. If the drone operator obtained the images, etc., with the intent of selling them (whether
to the media or any other buyer), then an FAA

authorization would be required. However, if the
drone operator were merely engaging in recreational flying, happened to get some excellent
images, and only afterward decided to sell those
images, no authorization would be necessary.
These answers, which are more or less consistent with
the FAA’s historic position, highlight some of the
conceptual problems with that position.
As we have seen, historically the FAA has distinguished between two kinds of drones – those that are
operated as “model aircraft”, and those that aren’t.
The former are subject to some relatively light, voluntary, guidelines; the latter are subject to significant
restrictions. In the FAA’s view, any drone operated
“for business purposes” does not qualify as a “model
aircraft”. (Whether or not that view is legally enforceable in its present posture is not 100% clear, but we
won’t dwell on that here.)
In other words, if a media organization operates a
drone as part of its newsgathering operations, the
drone is being used “for business purposes” and, as a
result, the organization could not use any droneproduced materials unless the FAA had provided its
prior authorization.
By contrast, if a hobbyist happens to obtain newsworthy images while operating her drone as a “model aircraft”, she can sell those images to media organizations (or anybody else) without problems. Anyone
buyer of those images could use them for any purpose
without fear of repercussions at the FAA.
But if that same hobbyist gets it into her head that she
can make some cash by seeking out newsworthy footage with her drone, then that hobbyist would no longer be operating a “model aircraft”, and FAA authority
would be required.
As Berl Brechner, a pilot, former broadcaster and
mastermind behind NewsDrones (a website focusing
(Continued on page 22)
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Expansion of Lifeline Support to Include …
Broadband
By Robert Schill
schill@fhhlaw.com
703-812-0445

O

n June 22, 2015, the Commission announced a proposed restructuring of the Lifeline program to include support for broadband service. Wait, you say …
hasn’t the Commission struggled to keep fraud, waste and
abuse out of the existing Lifeline voice support system?
Should they really be trying to tack on an entirely new subsidy category? Why, yes, you’re correct, of course, but this
is the federal government. Some argue that Waste, Fraud
and Abuse (WFA) is just another arm of the bureaucracy.
It may be a holdover from the New Deal for all we know.

words says, “[t]he fact that service levels have not increased over time may also suggest that the current program is not structured to drive sufficient competition.”
The Commission then proposes to impose a regulatory
mandate (minimum voice standards) to solve the problem. Again, we will see how this plays out in the comments and rulemaking process.
Here comes the broadband…
The Commission supports its intention to expand Lifeline to include broadband by reference to several factors,
including children’s education, health care, individuals
with disabilities and public safety.

Probable WFA aside, there is a genuine impetus for the
proposal: Americans are becoming more and more reliant
on broadband service, and the government has an interest
in seeing full participation in communications systems
Citing the “homework gap” experienced
where possible. Finding broadband essential
by children in low-income households, the
to full participation in society, the CommisCommission seeks comment on including
Requiring
a
minimal
sion nevertheless recognizes that “[t]he Lifefinancial contribution such households in a broadband-focused
line program is heavily dependent on effecLifeline program, and particularly how to
tive oversight at both the Federal and the
from program recipients identify such households. The Commisstate level…” In order to establish the serihas been a muchsion also seeks comment on using E-rate
ousness of the need of federal oversight, the
program data to assist these efforts.
debated aspect.
FCC has firebombed the matter with more
than 82,000 well-chosen words. These adCiting a reduction in health care costs
dress the following key issues: (1) Establishing minimum
through, among other things, telehealth options, the
service standards; (2) Determining third-party eligibility;
Commission seeks comment on broadband initiatives
(3) Increasing competition for Lifeline consumers; (4)
that can improve the health of low-income consumers.
“Modernizing and enhancing” Lifeline; and (5) Efficiently
administering the program.
Citing the use of email, instant messaging, and Skype as
platforms for those with disabilities to reach the wider
Establishing Minimum Payments and
world, the Commission seeks comment on extending the
Service Standards
benefits of broadband to low-income individuals with
disabilities.
A couple of notes up front. The Commission recognizes
that “[t]he service standards we propose to adopt may
Extending IP-based communications into a NextGenerarequire low-income consumers to contribute personal
tion 911 (NG9-1-1) system is a concern for the Commisfunds for such robust service.” Those who have followed
sion, so they seek comment on using broadband to conthe development of the program know that requiring at
nect low-income individuals with public safety.
least a minimal financial contribution from program recipients has been a much-debated but not-yetThen the Commission provides a somewhat apologetic
implemented aspect of the program. We will see how this
recap of the Low-Income Broadband Pilot Program. The
concept is (or is not) carried through in its final form.
results were inconclusive, to say the least, so the FCC
grudgingly seeks comment on how to relate the results of
The Commission also expresses its dismay that the typical
Lifeline voice offering from carriers has stood at 250
(Continued on page 11)
minutes at no cost to the recipient. The FCC in its own
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that program to its proposal to include broadband as a Lifeline-supported service.
So what does this all mean for you? If you are a provider of telecommunications services that is required
to pay into the Universal Service Fund, your payment
(aka, the contribution factor) will be the same … right
up until the point the Commission decides otherwise.
As a voice supporting program alone, the USF contribution factor that providers are forced to pay has
been quietly increased from 5.7% in 2000 to over
17% today. You will undoubtedly, and very soon, see
the rate continue its upward trajectory as the USF is
promoted as bringing 9-1-1 coverage to the indigent,
telemedicine to grandmothers, and educational benefits to impoverished schoolchildren.

fixed and mobile broadband service? How to best
provide data only broadband plans? How to best provide voice only? A host of other questions are posed
which may or may not elicit answers.
Support Level
The Commission “tentatively” decided upon keeping
the current $9.25/month Lifeline support amount as
the permanent support amount ... but they want this
dollar value to cover the additional cost of providing
broadband service. They seek comment on a reduced
support level for mobile voice-only service. The Commission asks whether they should create a one-time
reimbursement for installing broadband for residential
service.
Third-Party Eligibility Determination

One area where the Commission may be making a
You may ask, “Don’t we actually want these outmore widely-acceptable proposal is the concept of
comes?” We all presumably do. But it takes a leap of
creating a National Lifeline Eligibility Verifier. Some
faith to believe that a USF program rife with waste,
level of waste, fraud and abuse is likely the result of
fraud and abuse when it simply had one job (i.e., supthe conflict the program has had
porting voice service) will bring these
whereby the providers were both relaudable public policy outcomes when
run by the same folks who have quietly
Creating an outside entity ceiving the support based on the
built a multi-billion dollar fiefdom that
to ensure verification of number of customers, and also tasked
with verifying the eligibility of each
wasted an enormous sum of our public
eligibility sounds like
Lifeline recipient. Creating an outside
dollars … and that they will now bring
a logical step.
entity to ensure verification of eligibilthese additional desired outcomes withity sounds like a logical step.
out further running up our tab.
Man, it’s a long way down from this soapbox ...
Service Levels
The Commission proposes to create minimum service
levels for fixed AND mobile voice AND broadband
service that all Lifeline providers must offer. Of
course, they seek comment on how one might actually
implement this. Can there be objective standards that
achieve universal service aims? Do we need different
standards for Tribal Lifeline? How do we ensure both
robust service and a price that is affordable to lowincome individuals?
Comments are sought for ensuring “reasonably comparable” service for voice and broadband. The original purpose of the Universal Service Fund, after all,
was to ensure that folks living in high cost areas
would not have to pay more for telecommunications
services than urbanites. Hence the quest for reasonable comparability. Should service levels vary between

Carriers may well be pleased to be relieved of the cost
and the administrative (and cost) burden of managing
the verification process as well. Not to mention no
longer having to respond to government inquiries as
to adequacy and validity of their verifications.
Questions the Commission raises: What minimum
duties would this verifier provide? What data security
practices should be adopted? Will consumers be able
to interface with this verifier if they have questions on
their accounts? What to do with existing state databases? How to handle dispute resolution for rejected
consumers? How to handle privacy? What obligations
would providers have at this point to maintain participant documents?
Transferring Lifeline Benefits Directly
to the Consumer
Another interesting wrinkle: Should the third-party
(Continued on page 19)
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enrichment penalties to the FCC. Small entities
objected that this rule unfairly barred them from
one of the normal benefits of owning a license – the
right to lease it in compliance with the FCC’s secondary market rules under the clear guidelines for retention of control by the licensee.

tors “beyond the standard and typical role of a passive
investor.”
If the DE passes muster under the first prong, the
FCC will evaluate on a license-by-license basis whether
individual spectrum leases, network sharing arrangements, or other involvements by an investor in the DE
give that investor effective control over the DE. Here
the FCC will apply well-known criteria for determining
control which, while long-standing, have often been
difficult in practice for both the FCC and the industry
to apply and interpret. The bright line test that many
commenters had sought was not adopted. Instead we
are left with a very blurry line which will spawn confusion and litigation down the road, leading to – you
guessed it again – a bright line test that tells everybody
what they can and can’t do.

The FCC had adopted the rule with the understandable intent to prevent DEs from getting licenses at discounted rates and then simply leasing them to non-DE
big carriers, with the public paying the price of the arbitrage. The minority community in particular had argued that the AMR rule disadvantaged them, so the
FCC took another look at Section 309(j) of the Communications Act and decided that Congress only wanted to foster small business ownership of licenses – not
necessarily small business construction or operation of
licensed facilities. The FCC accordingly decided to
Interestingly, the FCC made it very clear that ordinary
abolish the AMR rule. In its place, it established a rule
non-equity debt financing is not a factor to be considthat if any 10%-or-greater Disclosable
ered. It also rejected proposals to limit
Interest Holder (DIH) in a bidder uses,
the amount of debt a bidder could incur
or has a right to use, more than 25% of a
relative to equity.
Ordinary non-equity
license’s spectrum capacity, that DIH’s
debt financing is not a
revenues will be attributed to the bidder
itself. The idea here is to prevent otherfactor to be considered. Changes in small business definition
wise non-attributable, non-controlling,
and caps on benefit. As expected, the
non-eligible DIHs from getting disFCC did increase the revenue thresholds
counted access to spectrum.
for small business qualification. Now very, very small
businesses are those having under $4 million in three
Of course, gamesters are already licking their lips since
year average revenue, those under $20 million are very
the new rules permit small business DEs to acquire
small, and those under $55 million are small. As belicenses with the plan to lease them to big carriers, and
fore, these revenue categories qualify the bidder for
as long as the DEs maintain the minimum incidents of
35%, 25% and 15% discounts, respectively. The applicontrol mandated by the normal spectrum leasing
cation of the three categories to individual auctions
rules, that will be fine. The big carriers get the specwill be specified for each one. For example, the FCC
trum at a discount from what they would have had to
declared that the “very, very small” category will not
pay themselves and the small carriers get a license for
apply to the Incentive Auction.
less than they would have paid. And as indicated
above, the taxpayer eats the difference. Why do we feel
The Commission addressed concerns voiced by many
that this situation will eventually be perceived as an
commentators regarding the overall size of the benefit
abuse of the system that will call for a remedial measwhich can be enjoyed by small businesses. The conure like – you guessed it – an AMR rule?
cern was that so-called small businesses were reaping
hundreds of millions of dollars in discounts, which
In addition to abolishing the AMR rule, the FCC clariseemed inconsistent with their supposed status as
fied how DE eligibility is established more generally.
“small” businesses. The solution here was to impose a
The test has two prongs. The FCC will look first at a
cap of not less than $25 million on the small business
bidder’s overall business operations to assess who realbenefit and $10 million on the rural service provider
ly controls the company. Aspects reviewed will include
benefit for the auction as a whole. The actual amount
a spectrum lessee’s role in the day-to-day business of
will vary from auction to auction depending on the
the lessor and any agreements that limit the DE’s use,
value of the licenses being auctioned. So for the Incendeployment, operation or transfer of its licenses. Such
(Continued on page 13)
provisions may be deemed to extend the role of inves-
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tive Auction, the small business cap has been
set at $150 million for small businesses in markets
above 118 in rank and $10 million in markets below
that size. This means that a very small Mom ‘n’ Pop
business could still bid up to $600 million in the largest markets to maximize its discount benefit.

ment deadline or delinquency; or (4) the default or
delinquency was the subject of a legal or arbitration
proceeding and was cured upon resolution of the proceeding. These measures ensure that old and petty
defaults do not forever brand the delinquent debtor.
The FCC also clarified that the scarlet FD is only
branded on the foreheads of those applicants whose
controlling interests are former defaulters. The FCC
did not exempt from the FD category defaulters
whose default remains in dispute by appeal or other
means.

A newcomer to the cast of DE characters is the “rural
service provider.” Small telcos had requested such a
credit to allow them to compete against the big carriers even though their revenues exceed the normal DE
The FCC also added an interesting footnote to the
thresholds. The FCC obliged by establishing a 15%
former defaulter status. It observed that it has not
credit for any rural service provider – not just a telco
treated a reorganized debtor under Chapter 11 of the
– that is in the business of providing commercial
Bankruptcy Code that has defaulted or been delincommunications service to fewer than 250,000 subquent on any non-tax debt owed to any Federal agenscribers and serves a predominantly rural area. “Rural
cy prior to being in, or during, bankruptcy as a former
areas” are defined as those counties with less than 100
defaulter. This seems odd since the purpose of the
persons per square mile. Oddly, the FCC did not reformer defaulter rule is to ensure payment from previstrict the applicability of this credit to
ous deadbeats, and the fact that a
the areas where rural service providers
previous deadbeat escaped its debt by
actually provide service, which seems to
bankruptcy does not make it more
The FCC did not exempt trustworthy than any other deadbeat.
open the door to abuses. A well-funded
from the FD category
big rural carrier could bid on San FranThe rationale for this treatment is
cisco with a 15% discount. However,
found in the bankruptcy code, which
defaulters whose default
this potential loophole was plugged by
prevents anyone from discriminating
remains in dispute.
limiting the overall benefit that can be
against a bankrupt person or entity
garnered by a rural service provider to
based on the debt which has been the
$10 million. This severely limits the atsubject of a bankruptcy.
traction of bidding on large markets based on the rural credit. Note too that the rural credit cannot be
Interests in Multiple Applications. Finally, the
cumulated with regular small business credits.
FCC dealt with the issues raised by DISH Network’s
much discussed program of holding interests in multiFormer Defaulter Rule. The FCC has historically
ple applicants in Auction 97 (the AWS-3 Auction)
imposed an upfront surcharge on bidders who had
who sometimes bid against each other but also apformerly been in default on non-tax debts to the fedpeared to act in a coordinated way. Applying the timeeral government. Such bidders had to make a 50%
tested administrative tactic of closing the barn door
higher upfront payment to be able to bid on markets.
after the horses have escaped, the FCC adopted rules
The concept here was that such bidders are less trustthat prohibit (i) joint bidding arrangements among
worthy and therefore need to have more “skin in the
any two or more applicants, and (ii) regardless of
game” to ensure that they do not default again. While
whether all the participants are actual bidders, bidding
there were some commenters who sought abolition of
arrangements between any applicant and a nationwide
the rule altogether as ineffective and counterproducservice provider, bidding arrangements between native, the FCC limited its reform by excepting several
tionwide service providers, and bidding arrangements
categories of default from the application of the rule.
between a nationwide service provider and a nonThese circumstances are where (1) the notice of the
nationwide service provider. Non-nationwide service
final payment deadline or delinquency was received
providers may, however, form joint ventures or conmore than seven years before the relevant short-form
sortia to bid in a single applicant. These measures preapplication deadline; (2) the default or delinquency
clude collusive behavior among applicants and among
amounted to less than $100,000; (3) the default or
the big four nationwide carriers, but interestingly do
delinquency was paid within two quarters (i.e., six
not prohibit a non-nationwide carrier such as DISH
(Continued on page 14)
months) after receiving the notice of the final pay-
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would at least be the better alternative to
others which, they claim, would have to potential to drown out Wi-Fi transmissions.

they also inquire specifically into the underlying
rationale for the “strong interest” in implementing,
sooner rather than later, an LTE-U system that
would be “unique to the United States”.

Comments submitted in response to OET’s initial
inquiry focused on the characteristics of a “listen
before talk” technique called “Carrier Sense Adaptive Transmission” (CSAT) developed by the Forum. But a number of aspects of CSAT remain unclear – so OET is asking for more
specifics.

OET appears to be concerned about possible adoption of a system for domestic use that would be
incompatible with other wireless technologies (i.e.,
Wi-Fi) as well as with devices using standards already adopted in Japan and parts of Europe. If U.S.
manufacturers come out with devices
using a different standard from the
It’s unclear which flavor rest of the world, U.S. consumers
of LTE-Unlicensed will could lose the economies-of-scale
ultimately be adopted by benefits that come with international
harmonization, namely less expensive
U.S. industry.
devices and greater selection.

It’s also unclear which flavor of LTEUnlicensed will ultimately be adopted
by U.S. industry. Two different private standards-setting organizations –
the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) and the Working Group 802.11 of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE Working Group 802.11) – are currently
working on different versions. Ordinarily, the FCC
does not involve itself in such standards-setting
activities, although Commission staffers routinely
attend standards-setting group meetings to informally observe and provide advice. But here, OET’s
questions seek technical responses as to how CSAT
works and how the data “traffic” is managed. And
(Designated Entities - Continued from page 13)

from having non-controlling interests in multiple applicants, as long as there is no joint
bidding arrangement.
The FCC also used this opportunity to clarify a
matter that has troubled communication lawyers for
some time. Because there are serious penalties for
violating the anti-collusion rules, applicants have
been reluctant to talk to any other applicant about
anything during the auction black-out period. This
restricted the ability of parties to engage in normal
business interactions that really had nothing to do
with the auction. Now we are advised that applicants may have agreements that are solely operational in nature, that is, agreements that address
operational aspects of providing a mobile service,

As to the technical details, OET’s interest in understandable. Telecommunications Certification Bodies
(TCBs) will be consulting with the FCC Lab when
it comes to certifying the underlying equipment, so
it will be important for the Lab to have a solid handle on how the gear is supposed to work.

The Forum has 30 days in which to respond to
OET’s inquiries.

such as agreements for roaming, spectrum leasing
and other spectrum use arrangements, or device
acquisition, as well as agreements for assignment or
transfer of licenses, provided that any such agreement does not both relate to the licenses at auction
and address or communicate, directly or indirectly,
bidding at auction or post-auction market structure.
There were a few other actions or clarifications that
the FCC took to streamline or clarify the application of the DE rules and other auction participation
rules, but those listed above are the key ones. The
new rules apply prospectively only, but at least they
have come in time to guide the planning process of
potential bidders in next year’s Incentive Auction.
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to comply with the technical rules.
Three parties sought reconsideration of various aspects
of the new rules. The FCC has now responded.
One petition, filed by our friend Michael Marcus, concerned frequency bands allocated to the “passive” services such as radio astronomy and Earth exploration
satellite services. The pre-2013 rules allowed experimental licensees to use these bands if okayed by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), which coordinates federal spectrum users.
The 2013 rule change barred all experimental use of
these frequencies.

Page 15

costs from investigators without running afoul of the
rules that prohibit “marketing” of non-approved devices.
At the same time, the FCC denied Medtronic’s request
to broaden eligibility for medical testing licenses to include sponsors of, and investigators conducting, clinical
studies. The FCC reasons that these parties would lack
direct control over the radio equipment being tested.

In earlier filings, Medtronic had noted a disparity with
regard to the 401-406 MHz band. This is one of roughly
40 “restricted bands” subject to special limitations because they are home to important and sensitive services
– in this case, Earth exploration satellite and meteorological services. The 401-406 MHz band is also used for
low-power medical telemetry. The 2013 rules reasonably
allow medical testing experimental licensees to operate in
the band, subject to certain restrictions, but the band is
But now, at Marcus’s suggestion, the FCC has agreed to
closed to program licensees, including those that might
let both compliance-testing licensees and
be developing medical telemetry equipment.
conventional licensees use the passive
In response to Medtronic’s request, the rebands, subject to FCC and NTIA oversight.
The experimental consideration order includes a Further NoThis may pose problems, at least insofar as
tice of Proposed Rulemaking that seeks comlicensing program ment on whether to open the restricted
use by conventional licensees is concerned.
has been a huge
bands to program licensees under the same
Use of these bands for compliance testing
success for decades. restrictions that now apply to medical testing
is necessary, as the labs must check whether
licensees. As always, you can find the comthe emissions from candidate devices meet
ment dates at Commlawblog.com when they
the regulatory limits in these bands. But we question
are announced.
whether it’s a good idea to allow conventional licensees
to operate in these bands. Radio astronomers do imFinally, satellite service providers Sirius XM and Echoportant scientific work using the most sensitive radio
Star asked for clarification of a requirement relating to
receivers on the planet; increasing the number of potenprogram experimental use of critical service bands, i.e.,
tial users in this band can potentially increase the risk of
those for commercial mobile services, emergency notifiadditional interference. If those potential users do not
cations, and public safety. Program licensees in these
have to operate in these bands, why not continue to
bands must take certain precautions, and must give adkeep them out as a precautionary matter? Several recent
vance notice to potentially affected critical service licenFCC actions that have already threatened interference to sees. Sirius XM and EchoStar wanted the rules to specify
radio astronomy, such as this one from just a few
that, for purposes of these requirements, the universe of
months ago.
critical service providers entitled to notice includes all
participants in the Emergency Alert System. The FCC
Also at Marcus’s suggestion, the re-amended rule inhas now amended the rule accordingly.
cludes language that should give the radio astronomers
somewhat better protection than they had before 2013: a The experimental licensing program has been a huge
passive-band applicant must both explain why nonsuccess for decades. Our clients that develop new kinds
passive bands are unsuitable and acknowledge that long- of equipment routinely apply for these licenses to try out
term operations will have to transition to a non-passive
ideas both in the laboratory and in the field. We expect
band.
the 2013 rule expansion and the fine-tuning in the reconsideration order to make the program attractive to more
Responding to a petition from Medtronic, a medical deusers, and look forward to seeing the new technologies,
vice manufacturer, the FCC has agreed to allow entities
devices, and services that result.
that provide medical devices for clinical trials to recover
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early.

equipment authorization is important to you or
your company, we urge you to start your review

Consolidating Procedures
There are currently three equipment authorization procedures, variously applicable to devices capable of causing harmful interference in the spectrum, in descending
order of risk:

The regime has been a commercial success, although
the implementation has been irregular. Ordinarily we
would look to the FCC rulebook for information on
modular certifications and the like. The law generally
requires provisions of this kind to go through a rulemaking procedure. Nevertheless, the FCC first authorized modular certifications in 2000 not by rule, but
through a public notice issued by the Office of Engineering and Technology (OET). It was not until 2007
that the FCC codified the same principles into a rule.
Beginning in 2011, though, the FCC issued successive
versions of an entry in OET’s Knowledge Database
(KDB) that significantly altered the scope of that rule.
The present NPRM now seeks to again update the
rules to conform to the KDB.

Certification, the most rigorous procedure, requires extensive testing of the candidate device by an accredited
laboratory. The results go for review to a Telecommunications Certification Body (TCB), which is empowered to issue certifications on behalf of the FCC. The
device must be labeled with an FCC ID number that
A quick aside: The lawyers can argue about whether
keys to the device’s compliance information on the
rule-amendment-by-public-notice is entirely consistent
FCC website. Other labeling is also rewith the Administrative Procedure Act.
quired.
It is vitally important that But it is vitally important that the FCC’s
policies and procedures keep up with
the FCC’s policies and
Declaration of Conformity (DoC) requires
developments in technology. Sometimes
procedures keep up with
compliance testing in an accredited lab,
rule changes take too long; in those casdevelopments in technology. es, public notices and waivers give the
but the results need not be reviewed by
anyone. Devices must labeled with an
FCC alternative ways to let industry to
FCC logo. There are requirements for
move ahead quickly. The KDB, though,
creating and maintaining paperwork, and for providing
is a far less suitable vehicle. Its central purpose is to
paperwork to end purchasers.
provide guidance to manufacturers, test labs, and TCBs
on arcane questions relating to compliance testing, laVerification is similar to DoC except the test lab need
beling, and the like. Public notices and most waivers
not be accredited, and the labeling and paperwork obliappear in the FCC’s Daily Digest, and thus are easily
gations are simpler.
available to anyone interested, but there is no routine
public notice of new or revised KDB entries. Industry
The FCC proposes to consolidate the DoC and verifiinsiders know to subscribe to a KDB RSS feed, but
cation procedures into a single procedure to be called a
others may remain unaware of policy changes that
Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity (SDoC). Testing
could benefit them.
would not require an accredited lab, but current DoC
paperwork requirements would remain in place. LabelThe 2007 rule on modular transmitters appears in Part
ing would follow the present verification rules.
15 of the FCC rules, which governs unlicensed devices.
The KDB entry allows limited use in the licensed serModular Transmitters
vices as well. The NPRM proposes to follow the KDB
The manufacturer of a radio-connected device will ofby moving the modular transmitter rules out of Part 15
ten purchase the radio units from someone else. A tabso they can apply to any kind of transmitter that qualilet computer, for example, may incorporate Wi-Fi and
fies, whether licensed or not, and to transfer other proBluetooth components made by other companies.
visions of the KDB entry into the rules as well, with
Since 2000, the FCC has allowed the manufacturer of a
some changes. The most important of these would reradio component to obtain a “modular certification”
quire applicants to show that no feasible combination
for just that component. The tablet manufacturer can
of modular transmitters in a single device would tothen build in the radio without having to certify the
gether exceed the FCC’s RF exposure limits.
tablet itself.
(Continued on page 17)
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will be free to make hardware changes like any others.

Software Defined Radios
Changes to Certified Equipment
In FCC parlance, a software defined radio (SDR) is a
The current regime lays out four kinds of changes to
radio-based device (1) whose performance characteriscertified devices:
tics such as frequency, power, and modulation are
controlled by software (2) that can be remotely
 A modification that does not increase the emischanged, usually by the manufacturer or service prosions the FCC relied on in granting the certificavider. Virtually all modern radios meet part (1) of the
tion is a Class I change and does not require a filtest. A typical cell phone has hundreds of thousands
ing with the FCC.
of lines of software code to enable its basic functions,
plus potentially millions more in the apps. While some
 A modification that does increase any of those
properties of a cell phone can be updated remotely,
emissions, but still stays within FCC limits, is a
changing its basic operating characteristics usually reClass II change; it requires a filing and FCC apquires a hardware modification. For example, replacproval, but not necessarily a new certification.
ing the SIM card in some phones can change a U.S.
CDMA handset into a GSM handset that operates on
 A software change to an SDR that changes its opEuropean standards and frequencies. If that same
erating parameters is a Class III change and likechange could happen without swapping
wise requires a filing and approval
the SIM card, under software download(but not a new certification).
The categories make less
ed from afar, the phone would have to be
sense now, when most
certified as an SDR.
 A non-SDR change to “the basic
radios are built from chips frequency determining and stabilizing
The FCC has allowed the certification of
circuitry (including clock or data
under software control.
SDRs since 2001, subject to special rules
rates), frequency multiplication stages,
intended to protect devices from unlawbasic modulator circuit or maximum
ful downloads. The advantage to an SDR is the ability
power or field strength ratings” requires a new
to download changes that, in a non-SDR, would need
certification.
a new certification, but which are allowed in an SDR
under simpler procedures. But there is a disadvantage
These categories worked reasonably well in the old
as well. If the SDR manufacturer has made certain
days of radios assembled from discrete hardware comhardware changes – which can be quite minor – then
ponents. They make less sense now, when most radios
subsequent software changes that alter the operating
are built from chips under software control. The FCC
characteristics do require a new certification. This can
proposes to expand the Class II category to cover a
be a deal-breaker for devices in mass production, as
“family of products” which can include variations that
hardware changes are all but inevitable in the course of
today would require a new certification. The scope of
a long production run. Because these can make later
modifications that do require a new certification
software changes more onerous, many manufacturers
would be narrowed to “significant changes in the dechoose to avoid identifying their products as SDRs,
sign, layout or functionality.” We expect these conand thus forgo the advantages of making fundamental
cepts will receive further clarification as time goes on.
changes through remote software updates.
Responsible Party
The FCC proposes to resolve this problem by dropEach certified device has a party responsible for keepping the SDR designation. All certification applicaing it in compliance. Initially this is the certification
tions for radios that operate under control of software
grantee – usually the manufacturer, but not always.
– not just FCC-defined SDRs – will have to explain
the security measures that prevent unauthorized softThe advent of software-controlled radios, modular
ware changes. For most devices, we expect this will
certifications, and other innovations have made it
take the form of a stock paragraph in the application.
harder to identify the appropriate responsible party.
(Continued on page 18)
Radios that previously would have been called SDRs
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Imported devices: A large fraction of FCC-regulated de-

(Equipment Authorizations - Continued from page 17)

The FCC proposes to adopt several clarifications.
Certified modular transmitters: A modular transmitter

may specify certain constraints that must be observed
for its certification to be valid. Typically these relate to
the antenna, power supply, shielding, etc. A problem
arises when the manufacturer of a host device installs a
modular transmitter without adhering to the constraints.
For those cases, the FCC proposes to have the manufacturer of the host apply for a new certification of the
completed device, and become the responsible party.
Alternatively, the maker of the modular transmitter can
submit a new certification application that covers installation in the particular host device, and remain the responsible party.
Modifications by third parties: Today third

vices sold in the United States are manufactured overseas. Today the responsible party, who is often the manufacturer, may likewise be overseas. This raises problems
for the FCC when it finds a device on the U.S. market to
be noncompliant. The proposed rules would require the
certification application to include the contact information of a U.S. party responsible for compliance. A
different problem arises when an overseas company
ships a noncompliant product, such as a cell phone jammer, directly to a U.S. customer. The FCC can presently
charge the seller with unlawful marketing and the U.S.
buyer with unlawful operation. The proposed rules
would add potential charges of illegal importation
against both the seller and the buyer.

Other Proposals
A number of additional proposed changes are largely
procedural. While important to people who
deal with the rules professionally, they will
have little effect on the rest of us. These
People at the mall
who fix cracked cell include:

parties can market a device, and even modify it, with the responsible party’s permission.
A third party that modifies the device without permission becomes the responsible
phone screens will
party for the modified version. The NPRM’s
 streamlining the information required in
probably not
proposals would require a third party makcertification applications;
be affected.
ing changes without permission to obtain a
 barring applications for certification,
new certification. If the responsible party
and updates to applications, when not reconsents to the change, it remains responsiquired by the rules;
ble for the new version. These principles would apply to
 codifying existing procedures for short-term
both hardware and software changes.
confidentiality of materials in a certification application (in 45-day increments up to 180 days);
Repair and refurbishment: The current rules do not spe making automatic, without need for justificacifically address repaired and refurbished devices. If
tion, the permanent confidentiality of certain
work on the device keeps it within the original specificaexhibits in an application;
tions, today there is no regulatory consequence. If the
device no longer remains within those specifications, the
 setting the “release date” of a certification grant
present rules treat the repair or refurbishment as a modi(and hence starting the 30-day clock for seeking
fication in one of the four categories above. The proreview) as the date the grant appears on the
posed rules would add more rigor: a person carrying out
FCC website;
the repair or refurbishment without permission of the
 expanding the permitted use of electronic labeloriginal grantee will have to obtain a new certification
ing;
and become the responsible party for the repaired or
 updating certain measurement procedures;
refurbished version – regardless of whether the device
still conforms to the original specifications. Replacement
 simplifying the paperwork for importation of
of parts that do not affect device compliance, such as
FCC-regulated devices;
batteries, hard drives, or memory, doesn’t count. We
 modifying the need to store devices that are imexpect push-back on this proposal from the companies
ported for re-export in bonded warehouses;
that make a business of refurbishing and reselling used
 increasing the number of non-certified devices
electronic devices. But the people at the shopping mall
that can be imported for demonstration at trade
who fix cracked cell phone screens will probably not be
shows;
affected.
(Continued on page 19)
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verifier also transfer benefits directly to the
consumer? If they do so, how should that be
implemented? The Lifeline program overlaps
in many instances with other federal low-income
support programs and perhaps it makes sense administratively and financially to either (a) utilize
similar methods of payment as are used in other
federal programs (e.g., Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits are conveyed
through an EBT card), or (b) simply add Lifeline
benefits to the same SNAP card.

documentation process? Photo ID? Additional documentation? How to address the difficulties lowincome individuals have in obtaining sufficient
identification?
Increasing Competition For
Lifeline Consumers

The complexity and risks for a carrier associated
with the Lifeline program have actually driven many
carriers away. They have not unreasonably concluded that the risks of making a mistake in the eligibility verification process outweigh the rewards of
getting additional low-paying customers. So the
As the Commission noted in its justification for
Commission would like to streamline the Eligible
expanding Lifeline to include broadband due to the
Telecommunications Carrie (ETC) designation proconvergence of areas of our lives (public safety,
cess to facilitate the entry of additional service proeducation, health, etc.) improved by the use broadviders. Would establishing a naband, the convergence of federal suptional verifier mitigate the need to
port programs and their payment
streamline the ETC designation
The
complexity
and
mechanisms makes sense in this conrisks associated with the process?
text. We could maintain separate payment systems for federal support plans,
Lifeline program have
Proposals for ETC Relief from
but why not converge where adminisactually driven many
Lifeline Obligations
trative efficiency would result? Similarly,
carriers away.
While suggesting that we need
why not avail ourselves of the estabmore competition within the Lifelished mechanisms of confirming eligiline program, the Commission also asks whether
bility already in place for programs such as SNAP?
ETC’s should be allowed to opt-out of providing
Lifeline service in certain circumstances, certain
Streamline Eligibility for Lifeline Support
areas, etc. This raises an interesting question as to
Should the Commission change the current qualifithe business models that might develop and how
cations – currently 135% of federal poverty guidethis would impact Lifeline subscribers.
lines – and/or participate in one of a number of
other federal assistance programs? Can they remove
Should we encourage states to increase their own
the Tribal-specific programs from the list of qualifiseparate Lifeline-related support?
ers? Can they add other programs, such as lowincome veteran’s programs, as a qualifying criteriHow can we incorporate unlicensed spectrum, or
on?
little-discussed EBS educational spectrum, in the
effort to reach low-income consumers?
Standards for Eligibility Documentation
How can the Commission strengthen the eligibility
(Equipment Authorizations - Continued from page 18)





eliminating the exemption of certain device categories from the importation requirements;
expanding the rule that allows the importation of up to three devices for personal use
to include devices in the licensed services
as well as those presently allowed for unlicensed use; and

(Continued on page 20)



deleting some rule sections and rearranging
others so as to sensibly incorporate the
above proposals.

There is a lot here to digest and not much time. If
you plan to file comments, you have until
October 9, 2015; reply comments are due by November 9. As always, comments and replies may
be filed through the FCC’s ECFS online filing system; refer to Proceeding No. 15-170.
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(Lifeline Expansion - Continued from page 19)

Creating a New Lifeline Approval Process
The Commission asks whether it should revisit the 1997
decision to limit Lifeline support to ETCs, and instead
open the program to others. This would likely expand
participation, but since the statute limits USF support to
ETC’s, there might have to be some nifty footwork in
the area of legislative interpretation to accomplish this
end.
Modernizing and Enhancing the Program

is the national database developed by the FCC to ensure
that customers are not double- or triple-dipping in the
Lifeline trough. Before the database, the system relied on
the sworn certifications of customers that they were only
beneficiaries of one Lifeline service per household. Unfortunately, those certifications were often false. The
NLAD has had a beneficial effect in curbing that source
of fraud. The Commission proposes two interesting responsibilities for the NLAD: (1) using NLAD data to
determine support levels; and (2) having providers pay
into the administrative costs of maintaining the NLAD.

Assumption of ETC Designations, Assignment of
In response to a TracFone Petition for Rulemaking reLifeline Subscriber Base, and Exiting the Market
garding texting, the Commission asks whether text messaging should be added to the definition of permissible
The Commission also is considering the issue of how to
usage by Lifeline customers. This is important because if regulate and authorize transfers and surrenders of ETC
a customer does not use his or her phone
status. The states have widely varying takes
for a permissible service, the customer is deon how and when ETC status can be transenrolled from the program.
States have widely ferred, and the FCC’s own policies in this
regard are somewhat muddled. Under which
varying takes on
Subscriber De-enrollment Procedures
circumstances should the Commission allow
how and when
providers to transfer ETC status and related
The Commission proposes to require Lifebusiness to other providers? Should Lifeline
ETC
status
can
be
line providers to staff 24-hour customer
customers be notified? Where the acquiring
transferred.
service numbers to allow subscribers to deentity is already an ETC, would a more
enroll.
streamlined approach be appropriate?
Efficient Administration of the Program
Program Evaluation: GAO recommended the Commission conduct a program evaluation to determine
whether Lifeline is working as intended. Rather than
doing so immediately, the Commission seeks public
comment on whether we really, really want them to do so.
(Hint: we very well may.)
Tribal Lands Support: Is the enhanced support provided to individuals on Tribal lands working? Do we
need to tweak the service levels on Tribal lands? How do
we ensure support on Tribal lands relates to increased
infrastructure? With two-thirds of enhanced Tribal support going to non-facilities-based Lifeline providers what
should the Commission do to support the building of
needed infrastructure? The Commission here proposes
to limit enhanced Tribal Lifeline and Link Up support
only to facilities-based providers.

Other items the Commission proposes:
 Shorten the non-usage period to 30 days. After that







period, the customer would be de-enrolled.
Order USAC to provide total numbers of subscribers online.
Provide universal certification, recertification, and
household worksheet forms.
Require Lifeline providers to record the subscriber
execution date on certification and recertification
forms.
Require an officer of an ETC to certify that all staff
have been adequately trained on Lifeline rules.
Require all new Lifeline providers to undergo an
audit within the first year of receiving Lifeline benefits.

Other Matters
The National Lifeline Accountability Database: Applications and Processes
The National Lifeline Accountability Database (NLAD)

In addition to the NPRM portion of the Order, the
(Continued on page 21)
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Commission also took the opportunity to tie up
some loose ends left by earlier stages of the
Docket.
Document retention. In response to a petition for
reconsideration, the Commission decided to require
ETCs to retain subscriber eligibility documentation
and NLAD process documents. The previous document retention prohibition sought to protect consumer
privacy, but now the Commission weighs more heavily
the need to reduce waste, fraud and abuse. Additional
administrative costs now fall on the carriers but the
greater certainty provided may suffice to soothe some
concerns.
Uniform snapshot date for
reimbursement calculations. The Commission revises its rules to require ETCs
to use a uniform snapshot date to request
reimbursement from USAC for Lifeline
support. By 180 days of the effective date
of the Order, ETCs must use the first day
of the month as the snapshot date.

ed for exceptionally remote and rural reservations unnecessary. Apparently, after years of providing enhanced support to urban and suburban Oklahoma, the
Commission has had enough.
Conclusion
The fact that the Commission has decided to broaden
the mandate of an already notorious program fraught
with inefficiencies and waste was always going to be
controversial. The implementation of this expansion
into broadband will continue to be a source of controversy and divisiveness for an unknown number of
years. The structure of the NPRM (and associated Orders) already describes the path the Commission will
take, but it also provides some insight into the thinking
of the Commission(ers) and staff, as well as their methods of implementing controversial
changes in law.

If a program’s future
is in doubt, perhaps
we should consider
the reasons why.

Resale of ETC service. What had been allowable were
relationships where wholesale carriers receive Lifeline
support as an ETC, but the actual customer-facing
transaction was handled by a reseller “middleman.”
The concern has been that the actual Lifeline reimbursement went to the wholesale ETCs who were not
the ones reviewing eligibility documentation, and the
resellers were operating without oversight. Now the
Commission finds that reimbursement will be restricted to ETCs directly serving Lifeline subscribers. The
changes go into effect 180 days after the effective date
of this Order.
Reduction in Tulsa’s eligibility as a Tribal
territory. Oklahoma’s somewhat sui generis status as
former Indian Territory and home to a great deal of
tribal lands led to most of the state being considered
Tribal Land for Lifeline purposes. However, the Commission changed the map used to determine which
parts of the state are in fact former Indian Territory
and therefore eligible for enhanced Tribal support, and
which areas are actually more urban areas with population densities that make the enhanced subsidies intend-

The statutory mandate to ensure
“consumers in all regions of the country,
including low-income consumers …
have access to … advanced telecommunications services,” will continue to encourage the Commission to ensure that as our communication networks change the low-income support programs continue to adapt. However, the presumption of
continued bureaucratic existence is indicative of how
Washington works. The notion that, in the Chairman’s
words, “[t]he transformation from a voice-based service to a broadband-based service is key to Lifeline’s
future” does highlight how programs in D.C. become
their own self-justifying entities. If a program’s future
is in doubt, perhaps we should consider the reasons
why, rather than presume we must adapt the program
so that it may continue ad infinitum.
Also, the endless series of questions raised in the
NPRM, as well as the tacked-on Orders, all likely have
value, but the cumulative effect of cramming all of
these elements into a single Megabus almost seems
designed to obscure and discourage true public understanding and comment. The vast majority of the public
following this issue would likely agree that some level
of reform of Lifeline is due, has been due, and will
continue to be due. The goals of the program continue
to be valuable. We will continue to stay abreast of the
Commission’s progress.
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(TCPA - Continued from page 7)

the “clarified” obligations the FCC has established. Perhaps this is because, as government agencies
(thanks to this thing called sovereign immunity), they
probably don’t have to concern themselves with TCPA
liability. If the FCC were forced to defend itself in a few
TCPA lawsuits, it might change its mind on some of the
positions taken in the Declaratory Ruling.
(Drones and Newsgathering - Continued from page 9)

on the use of drones in newsgathering), observes, this can lead to odd scenarios. (Berl, an
FHH client, has written extensively about aviation matters and FAA regulation. This post is based on an item
Berl wrote for NewsDrones. BTW – Berl’s site provides a
host of useful resources for anyone looking for information about the FAA’s drone-related activities.)
Suppose, for instance, that there’s a major house fire.
Three neighbors happen to be drone hobbyists. Each
launches his drone, takes pictures and video of the dramatic fire-fighting efforts, and offers those to media organizations. Legal? It depends.
Neighbor #1 is a pure hobbyist who has never used his
drone for anything but taking pretty pictures. The notion
of selling the fire-fighting shots occurs to him only after
he has taken them. Under those circumstances he can sell
them, no problem.
Neighbor #2, by contrast, has a history of selling his dramatic drone shots to various folks, including TV stations,
newspapers, etc. When he launches his drone and sends it
to the fire, he’s already figuring out how he’s going to
approach potential buyers and how much he’s going to
ask for his images. In the FAA’s view, he is not operating
a “model aircraft”, but rather is using it “for business purposes” – and therefore needs FAA authorization.
And Neighbor #3 is like Neighbor #1, except he also
happens to be an account executive at a local TV station.
Even if he has absolutely no intention of cashing in on
his images, and even if his employer doesn’t pay him for
them, his employer may not use his images because he is
“affiliated with that media outlet”.
And an additional consideration: if the media organization itself did not take the images (directly or, presumably, indirectly), it can buy and use them even if it turns
out that the drone operator needed, but didn’t have, FAA
authorization. That is, a media organization could purchase the handiwork of the hobbyists in either Example

Finally, for those businesses that do communicate with
consumers using any modern technology, proceed with
extreme caution. The Declaratory Ruling is here to stay
… for now.
[Editor’s Note: The opinions expressed in this article are those of
the author alone.]

#1 or #2, above. In the words of the FAA memo,
[t]he FAA does not regulate whether a third party not
involved in the operation of an aircraft-manned or
unmanned-can receive pictures, videos, or other information that was gathered using that aircraft, or
how that third party can use those pictures, videos, or
other information.
The FAA’s policy seems oddly mis-focused. It doesn’t
discourage drone use near newsmaking events, because
pure hobbyists can operate there to their hearts’ content.
And since it’s based on the supposed intent of the drone
operator, it threatens to embroil the FAA in cumbersome
and difficult-to-prove questions of intent: how, after all, is
the FAA going to be able to determine whether the drone
operator really intended to market his or her images before launching, or whether that thought occurred only
after the images had been obtained. And what happens if
the operator, having launched without a thought of marketing the images, realizes mid-flight that maybe, just
maybe, somebody might be interested in paying for
them?
Perhaps most troubling, where does the FAA get off singling out media organizations – or anyone affiliated with
them – as requiring government permission? Doesn’t that
raise First Amendment concerns? (Brechner certainly
thinks so.) And why would the FAA want to discourage
professional newsgathering organizations – who presumably have experience and professional standards – while
encouraging amateurs whose conduct may not be governed by such considerations? On that point, Brechner
expresses concern about a “host of new drone-video ambulance chasers (who will say they just happened to be at
the scene).”
Of course, the FAA is still pondering its own formal rulemaking proceeding announced last February. For now,
though, a media organization may use drone-obtained
images, but only if the organization (a) has FAA authorization or (b) did not itself take the images.

